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Authorship verification

 Definition:
1. Confirming or denying authorship by a 
single known author. [1, 2004]

2. Given a set of documents written by a 
suspect along with a document dataset 
collected from the sample population, we want 
to determine whether or not an anonymous 
document is written by the suspect. [2, 2010]



  

Authorship verification

 Algorithms:
1. A simple machine learning approach:

 Extract normalized features from documents 
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 Count absolute differences of features (similarity): 
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 Train a machine learning classifier using the 
similarity vector



  

Authorship verification

 Algorithms:
2. A ML approach utilizing sample population:

 Extract normalized features from unknown documents 
D1, D2 and from sample documents S1, …, S4

 Count absolute differences of features for:

D1 ~ D2, D1 ~ S1, D1 ~ S2, D1 ~ S3, D1 ~ S4
 Compute “Ranking score vector” (R):

 Ranking of a document X is number of documents more 
similar to D1 than X according to the feature I.

 R[i] = 1/(1+ranking of D2 according to feature i)

 Train a machine learning classifier using the R



  

Syntactic analysis using SET

 SET[3] produces parsing trees in three possible output fomats:
 dependency format (-d option),

 constituent format (-p option)

 and hybrid format (default)

 Selected features from dependency and constituent formats:
 maximum depth of the dependency tree

 highest number of child nodes in the dependency tree

 absolute and relative frequencies of particular non-terminals in the 
phrasal tree (e.g. <CLAUSE>, <NP>, <VP>)

 absolute and relative frequencies of particular dependency labels in the 
dependency tree (e.g. prep-object, verb-object)



  

Visualization

 Same authors  Different authors



  

Results

The ranking approach:
avg. accuracy 71.3 %

The simple approach:
avg. accuracy 57.9 %

The simple approach for 
Word-Length features:
avg. accuracy 53.2 %

The ranking approach 
for Word-Length features:
avg. accuracy 61.5 %
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